Purpose of Airfoils
Offset fan stream relative to core stream
• Lengthen secondary potential core on observation side of jet • Fan airfoil inserts reduce noise in the peak-jet-noise direction on the "thick" side of the fan stream • Noise reduction for the Lower Array is greater than that for the Sideline Array • Noise reduction is greater at high power settings than low power settings • For the Sideline Array, bottom airfoil azimuthal angle has the greatest impact on mid-and low-frequency acoustic radiation • For the Lower Array, bottom airfoil AOA and azimuthal angle as well as airfoil trailing edge distance impact mid-and highfrequency acoustic radiation • Interaction terms are important in models developed for both azimuthal arrays • Models are now available for NASA's Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP)
Future Work
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• Optimized (for low noise) configuration will be determined from the models • RANS solutions for the optimized design will be obtained • Other techniques for obtaining the optimized flow-field will be investigated
